We present a new application of the Regge-Teitelboim method for treating symmetries which are defined asymptotically. It may be regarded as complementary to the one in their original 1974 paper. The formulation is based on replacing the asymptotic planes by two patches of hyperboloids (advanced and retarded) of fixed radius and varying center. The motivation is to study radiation, and these hyperboloids are well suited to the task because they are asymptotically null, and thus are able to register the details of the process. The treatment produces naturally a Hamiltonian formulation of the symmetry of Bondi, van der Burg, Metzner and Sachs (BMS); it sheds light on the role of the Bondi "news" from the Hamiltonian viewpoint, on the role of magnetic flux and of the Taub-NUT space as a gravitational magnetic pole, and brings out the interrelationship between spin and charge. If a cosmological constant of either sign is brought in, the asymptotic symmetry of the gravitational field is that of de Sitter or anti de-Sitter, and there is no room for an analog of the BMS symmetry.
Introduction
The 1974 paper by Regge and Teitelboim [1] contained two main results: (i) A completion of Dirac's analysis [2] of the role of constraints in field dynamics that was necessary in order to account for the different character of the gauge transformations which do not change the physical state ("proper gauge transformations"), from those which do ("improper gauge transformations"). It was found that, in the latter case, Dirac's "weakly vanishing" generators have to be improved by the addition of a surface integral and do not vanish weakly. The surface integral gives the value of the charge associated to the improper transforma- (ii) An application of (i) to obtain a Poincaré invariant formulation of the theory of gravitation on spacelike surfaces which are asymptotically planes.
We develop below a new application of the method, which produces naturally a Hamiltonian formulation of the symmetry of Bondi, van der Burg, Metzner and Sachs (BMS) [3] [4] [5] ; it sheds light on the role of the Bondi "news" from the Hamiltonian viewpoint, on the role of magnetic flux and of the Taub-NUT space as a gravitational magnetic pole, and brings out the interrelationship between spin and charge. If a cosmological constant of either sign is brought in, the asymptotic symmetry is that of de Sitter or anti de-Sitter, and there is no room for an analog of the BMS symmetry.
The treatment is based on replacing the planes by two patches of hyperboloids (advanced and retarded) of fixed radius an varying center. The motivation is to study radiation, and these hyperboloids are well suited to the task because they are asymptotically null, and thus are able to register the details of the process; whereas the asymptotic planes are not, because if one goes far enough along a spatial direction, the radiation emitted by a confined source has not enough time to reach there.
On the other hand, if compared with retarded and advanced light cones, the hyperboloids have the advantage of being spacelike and therefore permitting direct step by step use of the Dirac's procedure with the Regge-Teitelboim complement, which has been battle-tested, and in which all the structures that appear (action, Hamiltonian, Poisson and Dirac brackets, surface deformations, most general permissible motion) are well, and tightly, defined from the start.
Furthermore, the two patches of hyperboloids of fixed radius and varying center have the essential property of covering smoothly the whole of spacetime, in contradistinction with the foliations by hyperboloids of fixed center and varying radius, used previously by many authors, which only cover part of it.
The structure of the paper is the following. In order to make the treatment self-contained and set the notation and terminology, section 2 begins by reviewing the general procedure. Section 3 discusses the foliation by hyperboloids of the same radius and different center; and gives a simple geometrical discussion of the antipodal identification which is necessary to match smoothly the retarded and advanced patches. Next, section 4 contains an analysis of the asymptotic properties of the free electromagnetic field on the hyperbolic foliation. The discussion is given in detail, because practically all the results derived for electromagnetism can be translated literally to the gravitational case, whose treatment becomes then considerably lighter. Section 5 is then devoted to the gravitational case without a cosmological constant (Λ = 0), while the case Λ = 0 is discussed in section 6.
Four appendices are included: appendix A gives explicit expressions for the Poincaré generators on the hyperbolic foliation. Appendix B discusses details of the asymptotic conditions that are not explicitly used in the main text, but are necessary for consistency. Appendix C provides a "dictionary" for translating in the gravitational case the variables which appear in the present Hamiltonian treatment with those employed in the original BMS light cone analysis. Finally, appendix D exhibits the Penrose diagrams for our hyperbolic foliations, in the Minkowski, de Sitter and Anti-de Sitter spaces; and illustrates the limiting cases in which the radius τ 0 of the hyperboloids tends to zero -approaching lightcones, or to infinity -approaching planes.
2. Hamiltonian field dynamics, surface deformations, gauge transformations, surface integrals.
In the formulation of field dynamics in which the state is defined on a general spacelike surface developed by Dirac [2] , and completed by Regge and Teitelboim [1] to incorporate symmetries which are defined asymptotically, the generator-through Poisson brackets-of the "most general permissible motion" has the form
where H 0 [ξ; λ] is an integral over the spacelike surface on which the state is defined, of the form
and Q[ξ, λ] is a surface integral over the asymptotic boundary of that spacelike surface. The surface integral Q[ξ; λ] is included to make well defined the functional derivatives of H[ξ; λ], so that one has,
without any surface terms. This means that the contribution of the asymptotic part of the field is already included in (3). Here we have abbreviated as (φ, π) all the canonical field variables of the theory. In (2) the H µ are the generators of deformations of the spacelike surface in which the state is defined, while the G a are the generators of internal gauge transformations. They are both constrained to vanish, that is, they are weakly equal to zero:
If the parameters (ξ, λ) are such that the surface integral Q[ξ; λ] vanishes, the motion generated by H 0 [ξ; λ] is called a "proper" gauge transformation [6] , and it it is not a symmetry, but rather an expression of the fact that the system is described by variables which are redundant. This normally happens when they vanish at infinity, but there are important cases, in both electromagnetism and gravity [1] where the surface integrals vanish even though the parameters do not vanish at infinity but obey parity conditions there. In that case the transformation is still proper. For an internal symmetry one feels on safe grounds stating that a proper gauge transformation does not change the physical state on a given spacelike surface. For the case of a surface deformation this point of view may be kept for purely tangential deformations (changes of spatial coordinates), but if the deformation has a normal component the hypersurface is geometrically deformed, and therefore, if one can "perform local observations inside", one would expect the physical state to change. On the other hand if one only performs observations at infinity, then one may safely take the point of view that proper normal deformations are also gauge transformations, and do not change the physical state either. If (ξ, λ) are such that the surface integral Q[ξ; λ] does not vanish the motion is called an "improper" gauge transformation, and one expects it to change the physical state. As a consequence of (3), the functional form of the transformation generated by (1) is the same if the transformation is proper or improper, the difference is only introduced by the asymptotic behavior of the transformation parameters.
The difference between proper and improper transformations manifest itself at the level of the action principle in which (1) is the Hamiltonian, in the fact that the constraints (4) are obtained from it by extremizing the action with respect to ξ and λ keeping fixed the part that contributes to the surface integral Q[ξ, λ]. Thus, (4) states that the generator of proper gauge transformations vanishes weakly. On the other hand, for improper gauge transformations this does not happen:
If one is interested in the action of an asymptotic motion, one gives the asymptotic part of the transformation and continues it inside in an arbitrary manner. The way in which one chooses to continue inside is irrelevant because any two continuations differ by a proper gauge transformation. It is however necessary to continue, because it is only the sum of the volume part of the generator and the surface term which has well defined functional derivatives and is therefore capable of acting through a Poisson bracket. Neither the volume part alone, nor the surface integral alone has that capability. Alternatively, one may choose a particular continuation inside by fixing the gauge. If this is done, the combined set of the original gauge constraints and the gauge conditions become second class, and one can pass from the original Poisson bracket to the associated Dirac bracket, in terms of which the second class constrains vanish strongly and have zero bracket with everything. Then the surface term stands alone and is capable to act as itself as a generator through the Dirac bracket.
The constraint-generators H µ , G a are first class. If we denote collectively by Λ 1 = (ξ 1 , λ 1 ), Λ 2 = (ξ 2 , λ 2 ), the parameters of any two motions one has, for proper gauge transformations,
where the commutator Λ 12 = −Λ 21 of the two original infinitesimal transformations is a bilinear expression of Λ 1 , Λ 2 and their derivatives (in practice, first derivatives, with coefficients which in general depend on the fields). For improper transformations it may happen that Eq. (5) is relaxed by the appearance of a central extension on its right hand side, that is, by the addition to H[Λ 12 ] of a term that has zero Poisson brackets with all the dynamical variables. This is not allowed for proper transformations because it would spoil the first class character of the constraints; i.e. the vanishing of the constraints would not be preserved by the transformation. This obstruction to the presence of a central extension does not happen for improper transformations because the charge Q is not constrained to be zero. Given any theory one may calculate Λ 12 by working out directly the Poisson bracket on the left side of (5). However, if one has geometrical insight on the nature of the motions at hand one may write down the result without doing that calculation. For example, for a Yang-Mills theory, with structure constants C where g ij is the metric of the spacelike surface.
Lastly, we elaborate on the sentence "...The surface integral Q[ξ; λ] is included in (1) to make well defined the functional derivatives of H[ξ; λ]..." written above. To achieve this it is necessary to find an appropriate set of boundary conditions. There is no foolproof, inductive method for that. One rather works by trial and error and there is no guarantee of success. The procedure in practice is as follows: (i) A tentative set of asymptotic conditions is obtained by applying the asymptotic transformations that one wants to have present, to a simple field configuration that one also wants to have present. For example, in the case of gravitation, one would boost a Schwarzschild field; or, in electromagnetism, a Coulomb field.
(ii) One extracts properties of the result obtained that can be formulated independently of the specific original configuration, and uses them as a starting ansatz. For example, one may retain a decay rate in inverse powers of the radial distance and a parity condition for the coefficients.(iii) One finds the most general parameters (ξ, λ) which preserve the ansatz. It may happen then that that set of parameters does not contain all the symmetries that one was interested in (for example, the complete Poincaré group). If that happens one relaxes the ansatz to make room. If success is achieved -meaning, in the example just given, that one has the Poincaré group or more -one checks whether the surface integral that appears in the variation of the H 0 is the variation of a finite surface integral, or, as one says colloquially, "if the δ can be taken out". If this happens one is done. If it does not, one modifies the boundary conditions in the light of the nature of the failure. With luck and dedication the process converges and one finally succeeds.
3. Foliation of Minkowski space by hyperboloids of the same radius and different centers
Retarded and advanced hyperboloids
In Minkowski space it is natural to define the state on a three-dimensional spacelike hyperboloid, because that surface is mapped onto itself by a Lorentz transformation. In this sense, hyperboloids are more adequate to the special principle of relativity than the planes corresponding to inertial frames for which the boosts are interchanged with spatial translations. This possibility was considered by Dirac in 1940 [9] and he called it the "point form of field dynamics" with the term "point" referring to the center of the hyperboloid. A spacelike hyperboloid with center at x µ (0) and radius τ 0 obeys the equation
Actually, Eq. (8) describes two disjoint hyperboloids, one with x 0 > x 0 (0) ("retarded hyperboloid") and another with x 0 < x 0 (0) ("advanced hyperboloid"), as shown in Fig. 1 . Although Dirac did not discuss foliations of spacetime by means of a family of hyperboloids, this has been done by many authors but to our knowledge in all cases treated so far the foliation has been defined by keeping x µ (0) fixed and letting τ 0 vary as one passes from one hyperboloid to the next.
In other words, the foliations used previously have consisted of a sequence of hyperboloids with fixed center and varying radius 2 . These foliations have the advantage that the four x µ are treated on the same footing so Lorentz invariance is manifest; but the price payed is extremely high, because only a small part of Minkowski space is covered, and moreover, a spurious explicit dependence on the varying τ 0 , which is taken as the time τ , is introduced. Here we take the other natural option, we keep the radius τ 0 fixed and we allow the position of the center to vary. This is a direct extension of what is done with null foliations, which may be regarded as being the limit τ 0 → 0. The actual value of τ 0 will turn out to be irrelevant, since all the quantities of physical interest will incorporate naturally τ 0 in their units.
For simplicity we take the center to move along the line x i (0) = 0. There are then two such foliations, one by means of retarded hyperboloids and the other by means of advanced ones. The retarded foliation covers all of spacetime except past timelike infinity, while, conversely, the advanced one covers all of spacetime except future timelike infinity. Thus, both the advanced and retarded patches are needed to cover all of spacetime; much in the same way as for a magnetic pole one needs two coordinate patches on the two-sphere, with one of them unable to cover the north pole and the other unable to cover the south pole.
In the two-patch formalism, a retarded hyperboloid together with an advanced one, neither of which is by itself a Cauchy surface, fulfill the role that a Cauchy surface plays in the single patch formalism. As illustrated and explained in figure 2, one may think of the retarded and advanced hyperboloids as being the upper and lower halves of a thickened Cauchy surface. Although in principle the two-patch and the single patch Hamiltonian formalisms are equivalent, when analyzing radiation the former is better suited to the task than the latter. This is because each member of the pair of hyperboloids on which the state is defined is asymptotically null, which makes the outgoing and incoming radiation emerge naturally. The replacement of a Cauchy surface by a pair of surfaces which intertwine past and future, so that the present becomes just an interpolation between the two, is of course the viewpoint that led to Feynman diagrams and other key developments in quantum field theory [14] . As the analysis below shows, this viewpoint is not incompatible with a Hamiltonian formulation but, on the contrary, it admits a natural one.
It is useful to introduce coordinates which are adapted to the geometry of the hyperboloid and to the foliation with fixed radius and varying center. Following standard practice for advanced and retarded light cones, we write
for the retarded patch, and similarly
For the retarded patch the metric reads
2 See, for example, [10] , [11] , [12] , and also [13] and references therein. In some of these discussions timelike hyperboloids are employed (in which case −τ To discuss the overlap it is necessary to specify the range of the variables. To this effect, we observe that equations (9)-(12) may be reduced to a formulation in two spacetime dimensions (x 0 , x), where x = xr. They then become
and,
which imply,
whereas,
It follows from (19) that the retarded and advanced times increase as one proceeds from x 0 = −∞ to x 0 = ∞, for fixed χ,r. The retarded time t ret has the range −∞ < t ret ≤ ∞ while −∞ ≤ t adv < ∞. In both casesr is a unit normal to the two-sphere. It will be specified below whether that normal is taken to be the outward normal or the inward one.
In what regards the ranges of χ,r, there are two simple equivalent choices. One may take: (i) 0 ≤ χ < ∞,r covering the whole sphere; (ii) −∞ ≤ χ < ∞,r covering half of the sphere. The first choice (i) is employed in Fig. 1 , which illustrated the retarded and advanced patches (the corresponding Penrose diagram is given in appendix D), whereas the viewpoint (ii), withr adv =r ret =r outwards is taken in Fig. 2 where it is shown that one must have
for a given x. If one reverts to the more usual practice of taking χ ≥ 0 on both patches, the identification (22) is expressed aŝ
Eq. (23) means that at the intersection of an advanced and a retarded hyperboloid, the corresponding advanced and retarded two-spheres are antipodically mapped into each other. Therefore, a continuous field will appear as discontinuous if the identification is ignored, simply because if one were to compare the values of a field with the same χ ret and χ adv at the joining, one would be attempting, because of Eq. (22) , to relate the values of the field at points which are antipodal to each other, and therefore wildly distant in space.
The need for joining past and future null infinity, and for doing so through the antipodal identification, was discovered by Strominger when studying gravitational scattering [15] (see also [16] and references therein). We have included the discussion above, which is illustrated in Fig. 2 , to emphasize its simple geometrical origin, and independence of any particular theory in consideration.
Ultimately, the opposite orientation of the Lienardretarded and advanced hyperbolas stems from having chosen t adv to increase in the same direction as t ret , while geometrically (and physically) the opposite choice would be more natural (an incoming wave converging to an absorber is really a time reversed advanced wave emitted by it). This is also the origin of the plethora of different signs that appear throughout the paper in corresponding formulae for the retarded and advanced cases. Advanced and retarded hyperboloids The figure shows a set of retarded hyperboloids of constant tret as well as a set of advanced ones at constant t adv . For a given tret (t adv ), the corresponding hyperbolas tend asymptotically to the retarded (advanced) lightcone that intersects the time axis at that value of tret (t adv ), respectively. A complete two-sphere is attached at every point of each hyperbola in the diagram. The corresponding two-spheres at the intersection of at advanced and a retarded hyperbola are antipodically mapped. (15)- (18), the intersection of the retarded hyperbola tret = − a 2 + τ 2 0 and the advanced one t adv = a 2 + τ 2 0 , which intersect each other at two points (on each of which half of a two-sphere is attached), at x0 = 0, x 1 = ±a. The arrows shown on each hyperbola, which specify its orientation, are determined so that they coincide asymptotically with the direction of propagation of an outgoing null wave (retarded hyperboloid) or an incoming one (advanced hyperboloid). It is apparent from the figure that at each of the two intersections the x components of the two hyperbolas have opposite directions. This means that the retarded and advanced patches have opposite orientations. Hence, as stated in Eq. (22) , for a coordinate χ that runs smoothly over the complete hyperbola one must take χret = −χ adv for a given x. The figure also illustrates how the matched hyperbolas fulfill the role of a Cauchy surface. To that effect one may imagine deforming the hyperbolas between x = −a and x = a so that the gray region becomes very thin in the vertical direction; and taking any value of a as large as one desires, but finite. Next consider for simplicity a massless scalar field ϕ; one could take as a boundary condition for the action principle, and therefore, for the equations of motion, giving the value of ϕ on both hyperboloids, which would include giving its value on the upper and lower faces of the thickened segment [−a, a]. In the limit of the segment of vanishing thickness this would be equivalent to giving the initial conditions (ϕ,φ) at x 0 = 0, which is appropriate because the equation of motion for ϕ(x 0 , x) is of second order in x 0 . However, asymptotically, the upper and lower faces of the thickened segment cannot be brought together because they become null towards the future and past respectively, and the segment splits. Therefore one cannot replace giving ϕ on the two faces by giving, say, ϕ andφ on one face. But this is just right, because in that region the equation of motion is of first order in the variables tret, t adv , which become null coordinates. So it is appropriate to give just ϕ(t adv ) on the upper face (tret fixed) and ϕ(tret) on the lower one (t adv fixed). Thus the formulation in terms of two patches of hyperbolas achieves automatically the matching of a surface x 0 = const. in the interior, with two (past and future) null surfaces at infinity.
Electromagnetic field in Minkowski space
We will analyze in this section the case of the electromagnetic field on a fixed Minkowskian background. Practically all the features that will be encountered in the gravitational case already appear in this technically simpler context. The main difference which does not hinder the analogy is that, since the background is fixed, its Poincaré symmetry appears as a global symmetry rather than an asymptotic gauge symmetry. There are no constraints associated with the surface deformation ξ, which are not varied in the action principle. The H µ in (2) are replaced by the energy and momentum densities of the electromagnetic field
The only gauge symmetry present in the problem is the electromagnetic one, whose generator is
Here A i is the vector potential, π i its conjugate momentum, and g ij is the metric on the hyperboloid, and g denotes its determinant.
If instead of having a fixed background we were considering dynamically coupled electromagnetic and gravitational fields, then expressions (24), (25) would be added to their gravitational counterparts discussed in section 5, and the sum would be constrained to vanish. The asymptotic analysis given below would still hold because at large distances the spacetime would be flat. Then the asymptotic symmetry transformations of the coupled Einstein-Maxwell system would be those discussed here (internal electromagnetic, and Poincaré transformations) and the additional gravitational supertranslations 3 . We will now discuss the Poincaré and proper and improper gauge transformations for the electromagnetic field on our hyperbolic slicing. In this case the time equal constant surface is left invariant under the Lorentz group, whereas it is mapped onto a different hyperboloid by spacetime translations. Thus if one compares the situation with t = constant planes, one sees that the roles of spatial translations and boosts are interchanged. 3 If one does not want to bring in gravitation but still desires to have arbitrary surface deformations in the interior in Minkowski space, one may appeal to Dirac's Hamiltonian form of field dynamics [17] , introduce the constraint wµ + H (elm) µ = 0, and fix asymptotically the deformation freedom through (9)- (12) . Here the w's are the normal and tangential projections of the conjugates to the Minkowskian x's.
Asymptotic conditions
By applying the procedure described at the end of Sec. 2, starting from the Coulomb field written in hyperbolic coordinates, one is led to the boundary conditions,
One may verify using the equations of motioṅ
that the conditions (27)- (30) are preserved if ξ is one of the Killing vector of the Poincaré group given in appendix A, and λ has the form
Improved Hamiltonian
According to the Regge-Teitelboim procedure one endeavours to add to the provisional Hamiltonian
a surface integral Q [ξ, λ], which ensures that the functional derivatives of the improved Hamiltonian
are well defined. It turns out that this cannot quite be achieved, and one can only go part of the way. The best one can do is to replace λ in (34) by λ + λ Lorentz with
Lorentz A a , and add a surface term
With this improvement it is direct to show that the variation of the Hamiltonian (35) is given by
where α µ is the amount of spacetime translation involved in the deformation, the vector k µ is given by
in the retarded patch, and
in the advanced one. Also, one has the expressions
where
is the order O(e −χ ) coefficient in the expansion of F aχ , which is the dual of the tangential magnetic field. The tensor γ ab is the metric of the unit sphere. The indices a, b will be lowered with it and raised with its inverse. The determinant of γ ab is denoted by γ.
The vector h a corresponds in Cartesian coordinates to an electromagnetic field that decays as r −1 , that is to a wave emitted by a confined source, or converging towards an absorber. Outgoing waves are "painted on" retarded hyperboloids, so h a ret appears in eq. (37) in that case 5 . Similarly, incoming waves are painted on advanced hyperboloids, and h a adv is used then in the evaluation of (37) . To have a complete record of the physical situation, keeping track in particular of the independent h a ret and h a adv , one must combine the data from both patches, because as explained in the previous section, only then one has the amount of data which are registered on a Cauchy surface. The vector h a is the electromagnetic analog of the "Bondi news" that will be encountered in gravitation below.
When the variation (37) does not vanish, the equations of motion do not follow from demanding that the improved action should be stationary. As a consequence, there is no Hamilton principle and the Hamiltonian has no well-defined Poisson brackets. The symmetries remain symmetries of the equations of motion but since there is no action principle they do not yield conserved charges. Now, the variation (37) vanishes when α µ = 0 even if h a = 0. This means that the Lorentz and proper gauge symmetry charges have well-defined brackets in that case, and they obey a closed algebra which will be given below. However if α µ = 0, the variation vanishes only when h a = 0. This means that one can realize canonically the action of the Lorentz and improper gauge transformations in that case. But not that of the translations P µ . This is understandable because in the hyperbolic foliation the whole Lorentz group corresponds to tangential deformations of the surface, and one should not expect difficulties there. However, the translations move one away from the surface and if one wants them to be realized canonically, one must have h a = 0.
5 For an electric charge e with acceleration a in its retarded rest frame, one has from the retarded Lienard-Wiechert field:
. See for example, [18, 19] .
Thus one expects that when h a = 0 the response of the charges under spacetime translations should depart from that dictated by the symmetry algebra.
This lack of conservation indeed occurs. One finds for example,
are the improper gauge charges, one per each point of the two sphere at infinity [16] , and,
On the right hand side of these equations, one takes the negative sign for the retarded patch and the positive sign for the advanced one. Equation (42) is illustrated in Fig. 3 .
Before
After Fig. 3 . News at work. The charge was moving at (low) uniform velocity and it suddenly reversed its motion. Far away from it, the density of electric flux lines is that of the Coulomb field of a charge in uniform motion to the right. However, closer up the field is the Coulomb field of a point charge moving to the left. In both cases the strength of the field varies as 1/r 2 . The change from "before" to "after" is produced by a thin shell of news carried by a wave emitted at the turning point, whose field is tangent to the wave front sphere and varies as r −1 . This diagram, based on J.J. Thomson way of looking at radiation, first appeared in [20] .
The above relations may be verified directly from the equations of motion (31)- (32) and the boundary conditions (27) - (30), but it is more illuminating to realize that they may be obtained directly from the "lack of extremality" of t he action when the equations of motion hold due to the non-vanishing of the variation (37) . Indeed, if one repeats the steps leading to Noether's theorem, but taking into account (37) , one finds that the lack of conservation δ Q i of the charge Q i under a spacetime translation is given by
where µ is the amount of infinitesimal translation, and δ α a
a is the change of a
a given by the equations of motion (31)- (32) under the most general motion with parameter α i = (ξ Poincaré , λ). Thus equations (42), (44), (45) follow from taking δa (31); with i = 0 in all three cases. In the above equations h a , k µ stand either for the retarded or advanced pairs h a , k µ . There is a message that comes out loud and clear from the relationship of (46) with the lack of conservation (42)-(45). It is this: one should not expect to be able to "take the delta outside" when there are news. The reason is that, had one succeeded in doing so, one would have obtained a conserved quantity, energy for example. But this cannot happen because, on an asymptotically null surface, the emitted the energy carried away by the news reaches infinity "instantly", which is precisely why the formulation enables one the study of the details of the radiation process 6 . So the "failure" is really a success, and a useful one.
Spin from charge
Before living this section we would like to bring out an interesting phenomenon which arises as a consequence of the improvement described in section 4.2 in the charges. As a consequence of it the Lorentz charge becomes
Therefore the internal symmetry charge Q(θ, φ) contributes to the angular momentum and boosts charges. This phenomenon is similar to the modification of the angular momentum which appears in the presence of a magnetic pole in abelian and non-abelian gauge theories. The novelty here is that it occurs already without a magnetic pole. It should be pointed out that the zero mode of Q(θ, φ), that is the total electric charge, does not contribute to (47) but the higher ones, = 1, 2, . . . do. Further consequences of this are discussed in the next subsection.
The spin from charge phenomenon does not happen for energy and momentum because no surface term analogous to the one appearing in (47) is included in the translation charge.
Canonical realization of the symmetry algebra in the absence of news
We now consider the case of no news
in which there exists a Hamilton principle even when spacetime translations are included, so that the whole symmetry algebra can be realized canonically 7 . The Poincaré generators obey, of course, the Poincaré algebra, and the electromagnetic charges are abelian. The charges Q(θ, φ) transform as
under Lorentz transformations, and they obey
so that they are invariant under spacetime translations 8 . If the left hand side of (49) is read as giving the action of a Lorentz transformation on the electromagnetic charges is says that those charges are not Lorentz invariant, but rather, transform under themselves under Lorentz transformations. On the other hand, if the bracket in (49) is read as giving the action of an improper gauge transformation on a Lorentz generator, it expresses that the Lorentz generator is not invariant. This is of course the origin of spin from charge phenomenon which is revealed to be an expression of an important consequence of the electromagnetic BMS algebra, namely, that the Lorentz group can be "moved around" within the algebra by an improper gauge transformations. This property has an analog in the gravitational case, as it will be seen later on.
The fact that from the point of view of the algebra there is no natural choice of the Lorentz group as a subgroup has sometimes been considered as an unwelcome feature ("angular momentum problem" [4] ). However in the present context, if that were a difficulty, it would be easy to remediate because one can always go to the BMS rest frame by demanding the stronger boundary conditions
The condition (51) can always be reached (when h a = 0!) by an improper gauge transformation, and after it is reached it only allows for an improper gauge transformation which possesses just a zero mode. In other words, once (51) is imposed the only transformations 7 If h a = 0 is imposed one must demand that it be preserved under gauge and Poincaré transformations. The condition is gauge invariant, so there is no problem with gauge transformations proper or improper. Furthermore, under Lorentz transformations h a changes with the Lie derivative on the sphere under ξ a Lorentz , so it is also preserved. However, under spacetime translations the situation is different because the preservation of h a = 0 leads to another condition involving higher order terms, and the preservation of the new condition gives yet another one, so one has an infinite sequence. It is the infinite sequence that should be regarded as the condition of no news, although only the first term in it, h a , appears in the variation of the action. As explained in App. B, the infinite sequence can be solved recursively and therefore poses no problems either. 8 If one brings in the gravitational field the translations Pµ are generalized to the supertranslations P(θ, φ), which include Pµ as their = 0, 1 spherical harmonics modes. Equation (50) is then generalized to [Q (θ, φ) , P(θ , φ )] = 0.
that leave the boundary conditions invariant are Poincaré transformations and a single global U (1) group. The Lorentz group cannot any longer be moved around (except by the standard translations that shift the origin). In that sense these stronger boundary conditions are in the electromagnetic case the analog for the hyperboloids of the original Regge-Teitelboim conditions for surfaces that are asymptotically planes 9 . It should be stressed that in the BMS rest frame the charges Q(θ, φ) are still present and have the same value than in any other BMS frame since they commute with each other, but their conservation appears as "accidental" since the associated symmetries are frozen.
Magnetic flux and charge
The boundary conditions (27)- (30) allow for the presence of a magnetic flux
at infinity, which is the analog of the electric flux π χ (0) . In order to display more distinctly the symmetry between electricity and magnetism. it is useful to recall that a vector on the sphere may be decomposed as the sum of a gradient and a curl
where the operator ∇ a is defined as
so the magnetic flux (52) reads
Under an improper gauge transformation with parameter λ (0) the function F changes as
and G remains invariant
If the function G is regular the integral of B on the sphere vanishes, so in order to include in (27)-(30) a magnetic pole of charge g one must allow for a G with a Dirac string singularity. For example, for the choice
the corresponding G is given by
On the other hand, for an electric pole, one simply takes
without having to introduce singular functions. This asymmetry is due to the fact that equations (27)- (30) are written in the "electric representation", in which a vector potential is only introduced for the magnetic field.
Two potential formulation
One may go to the a two potential representation by introducing an electric vector potential A satisfying
Then, equations (27)- (30) are replaced bȳ
The electric fluxB then readsB
which is the counterpart of (55). There are now also magnetic gauge transformations with an associated parameterλ (0) which is independent of the "electric" λ (0) . Under a magnetic BMS transformationF andḠ transform according tō
Also the surface term in the Lorentz generator (47) is now replaced by a , so that the magnetic charge density also contributes to the angular momentum if one is away from the "magnetic BMS rest frame"F = 0.
If one demands that G andḠ be regular on the sphere, Eqs. (55), (63) do not allow for a zero mode in the electric and magnetic charges. They must both be introduced through Dirac string singularities, which then requires to admit similar singularities in F andF in order, for example, to implement rotations.
The magnetic BMS charge densityQ obeys (49) as well. The electric and magnetic charges Q andQ are independent and so are the symmetries that are associated to them.
In this two-potential formulation it becomes evident that are electric and magnetic BMS charges on equal footing, and also electric and magnetic BMS transformations, which are independent and obey identical algebras. In the purely electric formulation, the magnetic symmetries are frozen, und the associated conservation laws appear as "accidental". One may think that in the electric formulation one is in the "magnetic BMS rest frame".
The retarded and advances news vectors defined in (39) may be written as
where the hodge dual " " on the sphere is defined as in (54). It then follows that there are no separate "magnetic news", they are the dual of the electric news:
Lastly we remark that the fields F,Ḡ and F , G may be regarded as canonically conjugate pairs on the sphere. This status is formally implemented by including a surface symplectic term ,
in the action. Then, extremization with respect to (F,F ) yields the conservation laws (Ġ = 0,Ġ = 0); whereas extremization with respect to (G,Ḡ) yields (Ḟ =λ,Ḟ = λ), where (λ,λ) are the electric and magnetic gauge transformation parameters.
Gravitational field

Correspondence with electromagnetism
In this section we analyze the gravitational field along the same lines that we analyzed above the electromagnetic field. The parallel between both cases is so close that it permits to make the following discussion succinct. The correspondence is as follows: The = 0 mode of the improper gauge symmetry generated by the total electric charge Q is the analog of the = 0, = 1 modes of the Bondi-van der Burg-Metzner-Sachs supertranslation, which are the ordinary translations generated by P µ . The modes with ≥ 1 of the improper gauge symmetry correspond to the modes ≥ 2 of the supertranslations. Therefore, altogether, one has the correspondence:
On the other hand, the Lorentz transformations play along side:
There is, as emphasized before, the difference that in the gravitational case all the generators are given by surface integrals, whereas in the electromagnetic one since the background was fixed, the spacetime translations and the Lorentz transformations were not. But this is just a technical point which is easily accounted for and does not hinder at all the close correspondence between both cases. The important concept of "news" is also present here, of course since it is the context in which it was originally introduced by Bondi [24] . The only difference is that now it is a symmetric traceless tensor h ab , appropriate to describe a gravitational wave, rather than the vector h a appropriate for an electromagnetic one. Thus, one has the correspondence:
Keeping this in mind, we will essentially write the corresponding equation without much discussion, because one may translate to gravitation word by word in each case the corresponding comments from electromagnetism.
Asymptotic conditions
For the gravitational field without a cosmological constant, the generators of surface deformation are given by,
Here we have set 8πG = 1. The cosmological constant will be brought in below, in section 6. It makes a substantial difference.
Since our spacelike surfaces are asymptotically null, we must take as a starting point a coordinate system for the Schwarzschild metric which incorporates this property manifestly. This is provided by the Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates in terms of which the line element reads,
where the relative minus sign in the last term corresponds to the retarded case and the plus sign to the advanced one. Therefore the coordinates (u, v) = (x 0 − r, x 0 + r), respectively, are null not only asymptotically but everywhere. The next step is to pass to hyperbolic coordinates, through the change of variables (9)- (12), and extract the asymptotic form of the resulting expression. In doing so, and throughout the rest of this section, we will use the radial variable ρ = sinh χ , (68) in place of χ. This turns out to be more convenient in keeping track of the different orders in the asymptotic form. The change of coordinates then reads
for the retarded patch, and x 0 = t adv − τ 0 1 + ρ 2 , r = τ 0 ρ . Unless explicitly noted we will work below in the retarded patch. The corresponding expressions for the advanced patch can always be obtained by the simple rule ρ → −ρ, τ 0 → −τ 0 as indicated before.
One finds from the asymptotic form of (67) the following expressions for the metric and its conjugate momentum,
whereas the lapse and the shift are given by
From the above expressions one sees that the deviations in the metric from the Minkowskian background begin at order O(ρ −5 ), and in the momentum at order O(ρ −4 ) ; thus one must be prepared to go at least these orders in the final expression one is looking for. Keeping this in mind, one performs a boost in (67) and passes again to hyperbolic coordinates. After trial and error one arrives at the following analogue of the electromagnetic boundary conditions (27) - (30):
The coefficients which are explicitly shown above are those that will appear in the surface integrals later on. They are not all independent, but the following relations among them, in order for the action principle that will be discussed next be well-defined. They are the demand that some terms H 
Together with (i) conditions (ii) make the surface term "δQ" in the variation of the Hamiltonian finite, permit to "take the δ outside" on the left-hand side of (91) below, and give the simple forms (93)- (95) for Q. These extra algebraic conditions are harmless. One could have solved them to express the boundary conditions in terms of a lesser number of coefficients which would then be all independent, but the resulting expressions are complicated, and it is more convenient to carry them along.
One may verify using Einstein's equations in Hamiltonian form 10 The symplectic term will be taken to be − π ij gij d 3 x. It is interesting to note that in this momentum representation the Hamiltonian action is equal to the Hilbert action up to surface terms at spatial infinity; this phenomenon only happens in four spacetime dimensions. We have not found a simple way to make finite the conjugate term π
that the most general surface deformation that preserves (76)-(81) takes the form:
where,
In these equations, and hereafter, if one has a symmetric tensor s ab , we denote its trace by s, i.e., we use the same letter but without indices. Also the traceless part will be denoted with a tildes ab = s ab − 1 2 γ ab s. The coefficients in the asymptotic expansion above are written explicitly up to the order in which they appear in the surface integrals. One sees that they are determined by the functions ⊥ (1) (θ, φ) and a (0) (θ, φ) which will correspond to supertranslations and Lorentz transformations respectively. The latter appear in
with Λ = β ·r, Ω = ω ·r,
where β is the parameter of an infinitesimal boost, and ω is the vector angle of a spatial rotation.
Specializing the general surface deformation algebra (7) to two deformations ξ 1 = ξ and ξ 2 = η of the form (6), (7) one finds for the commutator
, and that ζ a closes in terms of ξ a and η a according to the Lorentz algebra. These equations are the BMS algebra in the standard form (see for example [4] ).
Improved Hamiltonian
The variation of the Hamiltonian,
where the news tensor h ab is given by
In (91) P (θ, φ) is the supertranslation charge and J, K are the angular momentum and boost charges. If one compares the right side of (91) with its electromagnetic analog (37) one sees that in the electromagnetic case only the modes = 0 and = 1 of ab because the product τ 0 f (1) ab is the analog of the electromagnetic a (0) a . They both have the property of remaining finite in the limit τ 0 → 0 which turns the hyperboloids into light cones. Conversely, the news h ab , whose formula (92) does not have an explicit τ 0 in it is the analog of the electromagnetic news h a whose definition (39) does have a τ 0 in it. It also remains finite in the limit τ 0 → 0. These differences in the units between the electromagnetic and the gravitational case are produced by the choice 8πG = 1. √ γr in (95), which has no variation, has been incorporated so that for Minkowski space the numerical value of the boost generator is zero 11 . One obtains from (91)
Equation (96) is the analog of (42) and (44) in electromagnetism (for the retarded case). All the comments made for the electromagnetic case in subsection 4.2 apply here as well, with the correspondence indicated at the beginning of this section 12 .
5.4.
Canonical realization of the symmetry algebra in the absence of news.
BMS algebra
The Lorentz generators close according to the Lorentz algebra even in the presence of news. In order to have well-defined brackets for the supertranslations one must demand that there are no news
In that case the analog of (49) and (50) for electromagnetism is
11 It is interesting to note the presence of the quadratic term h ab f
(1) ab in P. In a situation in which one has gravitational radiation being emitted by a confined source it would represent interference between the radiation field and the field that remains bound to the source ("near field"). This interference contribution is not emitted, but it remains bound to the source because it is part of P. A similar phenomenon happens in electromagnetism and it occurs there in the volume integral of H (elm) µ . This has been discussed in [19] . 12 The study of the role of surface integrals for the BMS symmetry in gravitation was initiated by Barnich and Troessaert [25, 26] . Instead of using the original Hamiltonian method directly, as it has been done here. They worked on light cones and therefore had to specially develop and elaborate "covariantized Regge-Teitelboim formalism" [27] , and introduce the symplectic bracket in an ad-hoc manner based on the variation of the charges. Within their approach they have found previously the equation (91) and have noted as well its relation with the lack of conservation of the charges (93)-(95). One can verify through the dictionary given in appendix C that equation (91) becomes equations (3.1)-(3.3) of Ref. [26] when written in terms of the standard Bondi notation. As indicated in the introduction, the present treatment in terms of hyperboloids has the advantage of permitting step by step use of the original method, which has been battle-tested, and in which all the structures that appear (action, Hamiltonian, Poisson and Dirac brackets, surface deformations, most general permissible motion) are well, and tightly, defined from the start.
We have used Dirac brackets [ , ] here because, as explained in the introduction it is only through them that the surface term alone can act as a generator. If one wanted to use Poisson brackets one would have to add to the surface term the weakly vanishing volume part of the generator.
The comments made for the electromagnetic case in section 4 about "spin from charge", the "angular momentum problem", "BMS rest frame", etc. are valid here as well (which is of course where these issues were first found!). Also, just as in the electromagnetic case, the preservation of h ab generates additional asymptotic conditions of a similar kind, which pose no problem. Their analysis parallels step by step the electromagnetic one and will not be explicitly given 13 . If one couples the gravitational field to the electromagnetic field, the gravitational algebra (99) is not modified, while the electromagnetic algebra is extended to [Q (θ, φ) , P(θ , φ )] = 0.
Poincaré invariant boundary conditions
Since one of the main achievements of the original Regge-Teitelboim paper was to provide a set of Poincaré invariant boundary conditions, we will display here their analog in the present formulation on hyperboloids, which is obtained from (76)-(81) by setting there f (1) ab = 0 (BMS rest frame) and h ab = 0. They read
Here α µ is the amount of asymptotic infinitesimal translation. The Lorentz generators are the same as before (Eqs. (94), (95) ), whereas the total energy momentum, which is the generator of spacetime translations reads
In the Poincaré invariant discussion for asymptotic planes given in [1] , permissible deformations appear which have an asymptotic parameter α µ (θ, φ) odd under inversions. They are proper because they do not have an associated surface integral. No analog of those deformations appears in the present case of hyperboloids. There are no parity restrictions among the coefficients in the boundary conditions (100)- (105) either 14 .
5.6. Magnetic flux and charge. Taub-NUT space
Magnetic mass and Taub-NUT space
The concepts of electric-magnetic duality and of magnetic monopole can be formulated precisely in linearized gravity [30, 31] . One can, just as in electromagnetism present a two-potential formulation. Those developments have not been extended so far to the non linear regime, and it would seem difficult to do so in a simple manner. However there is one strong indication that, in a form yet to be unraveled, the magnetic analog of energy, and also of momentum should exist in the full theory. It is the existence of the exact solution of Einstein's equations known as Taub-NUT space. This solution shares many formal properties with the magnetic pole of electromagnetism on the one hand, but on the other it is so different from other solutions, that it has been referred to as being "a counterexample to almost everything" [32] , which is an indication of the subtlety of the concept of electric-magnetic duality in the full theory. It is the purpose of this subsection to show that Taub-NUT space occurs in the present formulation in complete similarity with its electromagnetic counterpart.
To proceed with the discussion we decompose the symmetric and traceless tensor f
as the sum of a "divergence" and a "curl" on the sphere :
where the operators ∇ ab and ∇ ab given by,
are the tensor analogs of the vector gradient, ∇ a , and curl ∇ a appearing in (53). These operators were used by Regge and Wheeler in their analysis of the stability of a Schwarzschild singularity [33] , and obey the key properties ∇ ab ( ∇ ab ) = ∇ ab ∇ ab = 0 when they act on scalar functions, just as their vector counterparts. Their kernel is spanned by the = 0 and = 1 modes of the corresponding scalar functions in which they act
We now show that Taub-NUT space obeys the boundary conditions (76)- (81) with
14 An equivalent set of Poincaré invariant boundary conditions and surface integrals may be obtained starting from Λ = 0 and taking the limit Λ → 0. See Sec. 6 below.
which are exactly the expressions (59) of electromagnetism for a magnetic pole of charge g = −4N , with the Dirac string going through the south pole 15 . To arrive at (108) and (109) one takes the following steps: (i) Start from the Taub-NUT metric in Schwarzschild coordinates,
and pass to the analog of the (retarded) Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates by the transformation
where r * is the "tortoise" radial coordinate,
(ii) Pass to hyperbolic coordinates according to (69). The resulting expression is complicated in closed form but we only need the fact that its asymptotic form fits the boundary conditions (76)-(81). One finds that this is indeed the case, and, in particular,
(112) (iii) Identify from (112) F and G through the decomposition (106), obtaining (108) and (109).
Magnetic supertranslations
The Taub-NUT solution just discussed describes a magnetic gravitational pole at rest. One may boost it to obtain a magnetic pole with four momentumP µ . These four charges may be thought of as the = 0 and = 1 modes of the magnetic supertranslation charge . The higher modes of that charge are contained 16 in the generic function G appearing in the decomposition (106). That function may be taken, without loss of generality, to possess only modes with ≥ 2, because the modes = 0 and = 1 are in the kernel of ∇ ab . The function G is conserved in the sense of being invariant under supertranslations, as one may check from the boundary conditions (76)-(81). Just as in electromagnetism, since the boundary conditions (76)-(81) are given in the electric representation, one may think that one is in the "magnetic BMS rest frame" and therefore the conservation law of the magnetic supercharge G appears as "an accidental degeneracy", because one is not able to define magnetic supertranslations. 15 When one discusses Taub-NUT on surfaces which are asymptotically planes, as it was done in [31] , one finds, that in order to satisfy the Regge-Teitelboim boundary conditions which include a parity requirement, one must take half of the string to come out of the south pole and the other half to come out from the north pole. No such requirement is present here, where one can take just one string going out through any point on the sphere. 16 Here, by "contained" we mean an expression giving the magnetic chargeP, which would appear as a surface integral in a hypothetic magnetic representation, in terms of G in a manner analogous to B = γ 1 2 ∇ 2 G (equation (55)).
Kerr solution
Since we have dealt explicitly with Schwarzschild and Taub-NUT it is only appropriate to show that the Kerr geometry fits the asymptotic conditions (76)-(81). To see it one performs the following steps: (i) Write the solution in Kerr-Schild coordinates:
where R is given by
(ii) Perform the standard change of basis from Cartesian to spherical coordinates r, θ, φ, and then pass to hyperbolic coordinates by using the change of coordinates (69) to obtain the asymptotic form (76)-(81), with explicit values for the coefficients that enter in the charges. When these are evaluated one obtains, as expected that the only non-vanishing charges are
Λ = 0
The previous analysis for the gravitational field has been carried out for a vanishing cosmological constant, Λ = 0. This section is devoted to study the case Λ = 0. It is mandatory to do so because there is experimental evidence for Λ > 0, and Λ < 0 offers considerable theoretical interest. One may extend the discussion given above to include a cosmological constant of either sign in a straightforward manner. One now demands that to lowest order the asymptotic metric be that of de Sitter (Λ > 0), or anti-de Sitter (Λ < 0), expressed in a coordinate system in which, just as it was done before for the Minkowski metric, the spacetime is foliated by hyperboloids of fixed radius and varying center. One finds without difficulties boundary conditions which give as asymptotic symmetry algebra so (4, 1) or so (3, 2) respectively 17 . They are written down below. However, now there is no analog of the BMS symmetry.
The situation is reminiscent of that of the Runge-Lenz vector, whose associated symmetry disappears if the force law is slightly changed from an inverse square dependence on the distance, while remaining directed to the center.
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To proceed with the analysis we start with the de Sitter metric in static coordinates
where the cosmological constant is expressed in terms of the radius l as Λ = 3/l 2 (one can pass to the anti-de Sitter case by performing the analytic continuation l → il in all the expressions).
The change of coordinates that allow to pass to retarded hyperbolic coordinates is now
instead of (69), to which it reduces in the limit l → ∞. Note that in the anti-de Sitter case the denominator inside of the inverse hyperbolic tangent becomes 1 − τ 2 0 l 2 , which means that one can only have hyperbolas with radius τ 0 < l. This is of course just fine because the size of the radius is of no consequence and one only needs to be able to take the limit τ 0 → 0 to pass to the light cone if one so desires.
In these coordinates the de Sitter metric reads
and it will play the role of the Minkowskian metric written in hyperbolic coordinates in the Λ = 0 case.
In the de Sitter case the retarded asymptotically null hyperboloids reach future infinity, while the advanced ones reach past infinity, which are both spacelike surfaces. As shown in Fig. 4 , the two patches leave "one quarter" uncovered. For the anti-de Sitter case the hyperboloids reach spatial infinity, which is a timelike surface, and both patches cover the complete spacetime.
The next step is to extract the asymptotic form of (113) and permit deviations from it. 18 There is somewhat of an irony here. Not too long ago the accepted view was that the cosmological constant Λ vanished exactly (notwithstanding the enormous value that one would get for it on dimensional grounds from the vacuum energy in particle physics). The challenge was then to find a good theoretical principle that predicted Λ = 0, ideally a symmetry principle coming out of gravitation itself. Perhaps the very belief that one had Λ = 0 made it not interesting then to examine the possibility of having supertranslations when Λ = 0. And maybe for the better, because, had one done so, he might have taken the missing principle to be supertranslation invariance; to great embarrassment, because now experimental evidence indicates that Λ is greater than zero! g ij (Λ = 0) =ġ ij (Λ = 0) . One finds that the analog of (85)- (87) is
19 One may take the limit l → ∞ in these boundary conditions to obtain an alternative set of Poincaré conditions, which differ from (100)-(105) in that some of the coefficients there are set equal to zero. Those coefficients do not enter in the expressions for the charges. Therefore the two sets of boundary conditions can be mapped onto each other by a proper gauge transformation (deformation), and may be used equivalently.
Here a (0) is the same as in the Λ = 0 case (Eqs. (88) and (89)). If one looks at equation (114) one observes that the order ρ is absent. This means that
which means
and
in the decomposition (106). Equation (118) eliminates the possibility of supertranslations because their effect is to shift F . Although we will not show here the details of the trial and error process that led to the above boundary conditions, it is illuminating to see how the restriction (117) came about. It was as follows: among the consistency conditions the following equation appeared
Now, the limit l → ∞ (Λ → 0) of this equation, which makes the right hand side equal to zero, played an essential role in the discussion of the asymptotically Minkowskian case, because it is where the Lorentz group came from. In fact, in that case the solutions for
give exactly the parameters of an infinitesimal Lorentz transformation. Here, the reasoning is different: one wants in any case to have Lorentz transformations present since they are a subgroup of the de Sitter or anti-de Sitter groups. Therefore, the right side of (119) must vanish. But one also wants to have at least some ⊥ (1) different from zero, because otherwise one never leaves the initial surface. Therefore f (1) ab must vanish, and at the end of the process one only has the N ⊥ which parametrizes the rotations generated by J 5µ and the N a which parametrize those generated by J µν .
There are no difficulties in "taking the δ outside", and one finds the following expression for the charges
The above formulas are given for the de Sitter case, the corresponding formulas for Anti-de Sitter are obtained replacing l → il.
The above conclusions are in agreement with those of Ashtekar, Bonga and Kesavan [36] . They have shown that when one linearizes the Einstein equations on a de Sitter background, taking future or past infinity to be conformally flat spacelike surfaces, the asymptotic symmetry algebra is only so(4, 1). In our case we are effectively linearizing on a de Sitter background because the leading order in our boundary conditions is fixed to be the leading order of the de Sitter metric (113) , and it is straightforward to show that future and past infinity are conformally flate spacelike surfaces.
Lastly, we observe that the strict parallel between electromagnetism and gravitation that emerged for Λ = 0, no longer holds for Λ = 0. In fact one can show, as it will be done elsewhere [37] that, for electromagnetism with Λ = 0 one can have either electric or magnetic BMS symmetries, but not both. This is due to the fact that the magnetic news vectorh a ceases to be equal up to a sign to the dual of the electric news vector h a (eq. (66) no longer holds). 
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Appendices
A. Poincaré generators
In this appendix we give the expressions for the Killing vectors of the Poincaré group in the foliation by hyperboloids with varying center and fixed radius. The transformations from Minkowskian coordinates to hyperbolic ones are
for the retarded patch, and
One sees that the advanced transformation may be obtained from the retarded one by the replacements τ 0 → −τ 0 and χ → −χ, therefore one obtain the formulas for the Killing vectors in the advanced patch for those in the retarded patch through that change, together with ∂ χ → −∂ χ . We will therefore give below only the formulas for the retarded patch. We use the following compact notation: The components of a four-vector v µ referred to the Minkowski coordinate system (x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) are grouped as v µ = (v 0 , v), while the boldface refers to vector fields defined in terms of their components with respect to the hyperbolic foliation (t, χ, θ, φ). In this notation the rotation generators around the three spatial axes, that leave the origin x i = 0 invariant for any fixed t , are
are written as
where a runs over θ and φ, γ ab is the metric on the two-sphere and γ its determinant, whilê r is the unit normal to the sphere, r = x | x| = (sin θ cos φ, sin θ sin φ, cos θ) .
The boosts generators ξ i B = J i0 along the three spatial directions which leave the center of the hyperboloid t =constant fixed are given by ξ B = − coth χ (r × ξ R ) +r∂ χ = (coth χ (∇ ar ) ∂ a +r∂ χ ) .
These spatial rotations and boosts map a given hyperboloid t =constant onto itself. For χ → ∞ the tangential part of (129) closes by itself, together with (127) to form a realization of the Lorentz group on the two-sphere.
The translations do not map the hyperboloid onto itself. Their generators are
or, express in terms of normal and tangential components,
ξ T = −r sinh χn + 1 τ 0 r cosh χ∂ χ − csch χ(r × ξ R ) .
Here, n is the future oriented unit normal to the hyperboloid, which is given by n = 1 cosh χ ∂ t + 1 τ 0 tanh χ∂ χ . (1) aχ = 0 ("no news") ,
is imposed one must demand that it be preserved under Poincaré transformations and gauge transformations, proper and improper. As it was already noted in the main text the preservation under Lorentz and Gauge transformations is evident, therefore one only needs to be concerned with spacetime translations. But in view of the Lorentz invariance, it is sufficient to consider only time translations. This requirement leads to a new equation which relates coefficients of the second order in the asymptotic expansion to ones of lower order
Here the f (n)
aχ are the coefficients in the expansion of the tangential magnetic field
One must demand, in turn, the consistency of (135). It suffices again to show its invariance under time translations. This leads to a third condition, and so on. The sequence continues without end so that one has, 
At any given order the condition Ψ (n) a = 0 expresses the quantity p
χa in terms of coefficients of order less or equal to (n−1), which means that the two tangential components of the electric field are fixed in term of the tangential components of the magnetic field. Now, the constraint equations (Gauss' law), read
and they express the radial component of the electric field in terms of π χ (0) . Therefore, after the constraints are imposed, one is left with the electric and magnetic fluxes at infinity, E(θ, φ) and B(θ, φ), and the freedom of making arbitrary gauge transformations (proper and improper). This is quite reasonable because the electromagnetic wave degrees of freedom have been eliminated by the no news condition.
C. Dictionary for translation to usual light cone variables
In this appendix, a dictionary between the asymptotic conditions in null coordinates in the original work of BMS [3, 4] , and the asymptotic conditions in the hyperbolic foliation here introduced, is established.
The asymptotic form of the metric in a null foliation takes the form
As particular cases we have, f The density associated to supertranslations P given in the main text is related to m B according to
(The factor 2 appearing on the right-hand side of the above equation is a consequence of the choice 8πG = 1 used here, in contradistinction with 16πG = 1 used in [3, 4] .)
D. Penrose diagrams for the hyperbolic foliations
In this appendix we exhibit the Penrose diagrams for the retarded and advanced foliations by hyperboloids of fixed radius and varying center. This is done for Minkowski space (figure 4a), de Sitter space (figure 4b), and Anti-de Sitter space (figure 4c). For the case of Minkowski space, we also illustrate in figure 5 through a sequence of diagrams obtained numerically, the limits τ 0 → 0, in which the hyperboloids become light cones, and τ 0 → ∞ in which they become planes. The succession of conformal diagrams shows from left to right how the retarded hyperboloids in the foliation are deformed from nearly light cones to nearly planes as τ0 increases from a very small value to a very large one. To better illustrate the effect, different members of the foliation are shown in the different figures of the sequence; but, to keep track of the deformation, the hyperbola tret = 0 (shown with a heavy line) appears in all cases. The scale of the lenght τ0 is irrelevant for the effect described in the figure, which only depends on the ratios between the different τ0's shown.
